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LG SC-00DA USB Linux Black, Blue

Brand : LG Product code: SC-00DA.AEUQ

Product name : SC-00DA

- Embedded OS : Linux
- Wi-Fi : IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac
- Connectivity : USB 2.0 Type A (1)
- Work together with LG One:Quick Share Application and Compatible LG digital signage models
Quad-core Cortex-A7, Linux, 512MB RAM, 4GB eMMC, Wi-Fi, USB
LG SC-00DA. Operating system installed: Linux, Processor architecture: ARM Cortex-A7, Mac operating
systems supported: Mac OS X 10.12 Sierra, Mac OS X 10.13 High Sierra, Mac OS X 10.14 Mojave, Mac OS
X 10.15 Catalina. Device interface: USB, USB connector type: USB Type-A, Wi-Fi standards: 802.11a,
802.11b, 802.11g, Wi-Fi 4 (802.11n), Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac). Power source: USB, Power consumption
(typical): 2 W. Product colour: Black, Blue. Internal storage capacity: 4 GB, Storage media: eMMC
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this Information is provided "AS IS" and without guarantee of correctness or completeness. The Information is only indicative and can be changed at
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regard to the content of (web)pages and other documents, including its Information. The publisher of the Information can not be held liable for the
content of 3rd party websites that are linking this Information or are linked to from this Information. You as the User of the Information are solely
responsible for the choice and usage of this Information. You are not entitled to transfer, copy or otherwise multiply or distribute the Information. You
are obliged to follow the directions of the copyright owner(s) with regard to the use of the Information. Exclusively Dutch law is applicable. With
regard to price and stock data on the site, the publisher followed a number of starting points, which are not necessarily relevant for your private or
business circumstances. Therefore, the price and stock data are only indicative and are subject to changes. You are personally responsible for the
way you use and apply this information. As a user of the Information or sites or documents in which this Information is included, you will adhere to
standard fair use including avoidance of spamming, ripping, intellectual-property violations, privacy violations, and any other illegal activity.


